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i threw the vantage pro update in to give
you an idea of what you are getting with the
modis update: essentially you get both the

solus/solus pro and vantage pro 8.4 updates
rolled into one. there was a time where you
could get subsequent updates at a reduced

price if you always stayed current, but i
think that is no longer the case as of

november 2008.i hope that helps. hi, thanks
for your reply about these update problems

im having, looked at those links about
updates, i live in the uk and was wondering
where else i can get these updates from,
surely my dealer in his van is not the only
person. the selection of the latest/stable

channel is also possible by means of
manual selection. snapd communicates with

the channel in order to get the latest
versions of the software. it is then required
to create a channel for a specific version of

the software by means of a special
command. the software will be installed on

the selected channel. snapd then,
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automatically, connects to the channel in
order to update the software. if the update

is successful, snapd will notify the user.
snapd will also update the channel list to
the newly available software versions. the

user can then manually update the
application by choosing the latest/stable
channel and then choosing the specific

version of the software to be installed. in
the case of an emergency, the

latest/unstable channel is available. this
channel provides the most recent versions
of the software, but it is not recommended

to use it unless the publisher makes it
available. the channel is automatically

updated when it receives new versions of
the software. in this case, snapd

automatically updates the channel to the
latest version and then installs the software.
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